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1 Core Services 

The Pacio Application Programming Interface (API) will make Pacio data and technologies 
available via a set of Services (described in this and the following two sections) and Utilities 
to any app that can call an Internet API. 

Developers will be able to incorporate Pacio services and utilities in their applications easily, 
without needing to invest time and money apart from learning to use the API. 

Services will provide inter entity, inter app, and inter blockchain operation where 
applicable. 

This section describes the core services covering Payments and Transfers, Data Processing 
with Accounting, and Querying and Reporting. 

Payments and Transfers 
Pacio will be an attractive platform for payments or transfers of crypto or fiat money, 
including micropayments, since: 

• It will overcome the scalability, delays, and high fee problems afflicting some current 
cryptocurrency systems eg Bitcoin and Ethereum 

• It will avoid the expense and delays of current bank systems 

• Zero fee fast transactions made possible by the Pacio blockchain or other zero fee 
blockchains will permit micropayment systems to be established, and in time to become 
common 

• The greater safety provided by Pacio wallets when a Pacio wallet is the one being used 

• The greater safety of PIOs when PIO is the currency being used 

• The built-in accounting 

The Payments and Transfers service will facilitate app payment or transfer operations via: 

• Wallet operations via the Wallet utility, including on the fly crypto to crypto, fiat to 
crypto, or crypto to fiat conversions 

• Inter blockchain transactions when required 

• The processing of the actual transaction and accounting via Data Processing with 
Accounting below. This could include triggering other events. 

Data Processing with Accounting 
All Pacio transactions and database updates whether financial or not will use “Data 
Processing with Accounting”, with “Accounting” happening automatically where it is 
applicable. 

Transactions that are not financial in nature eg registering a vote, or ownership of an asset, 
and database updates that are non-transactional in nature will use this service directly. 

The service will work with SSIM Data Objects (SDOs) defined via the Standardised Semantic 
Information Model (SSIM) to store and update all data held by Pacio. 

Anything processed through this service could be the target of an Event Trigger. 

When an app calls the service to add/update/delete data, the app, entity, user, and SDO for 
which the call is made will tell Pacio, with the help of taxonomy references: 

• whether the data is transactional and is to be stored immutably (within the life of the 
Pacio blockchain), or not 

• whether a unique transaction identifier (UTI) is involved or not 

http://www.fsb.org/2018/01/fsb-publishes-governance-arrangements-and-implementation-plan-for-the-unique-transaction-identifier-uti/
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• what data is mandatory for the operation requested, and what is optional eg re activity 
data for TARI for certain SDOs 

• what accounting, if any, is to be performed 

• for an update of numeric data, whether summing or replacement is involved 

• whether logging is to be performed 

• what indexing is to be performed 

The service will work in conjunction with SSIM and the Pacio Utilities to cover: 

• Inter entity transactions, managed via Pacio Messaging System. These will include: 

o Single Entry Accounting done right! (SEA transactions 

o Progress through business processes using Interoperable Business Documents. 
(Messages will be the means of controlling or triggering, and recording, the movement 
through stages, or a choreography as it is sometimes called, of inter entity business 
processes using interoperable business documents. The messages will provide a 
progress trail.) 

• Intra entity transactions within an app. This would include traditional double entry 
accounting Dr and Cr postings. If interoperable business documents are involved, then 
messages would also apply. 

• Intra entity inter app transactions for a given entity. These would also use messages as 
for inter entity transactions, and similarly have a progress trail. 

Exactly how transactions are referenced (indexed) will be defined by the SSIM taxonomy 
and schema applicable to the entity or entities in question. This could be purely SSIM based 
for a modern or new app, or it could include traditional accounting elements such as an 
account code for a chart of accounts. This flexibility will assist apps that seek to build 
bridges between older or traditional accounting systems and modern blockchain ones. 

Querying and Reporting 
Querying and Reporting will allow apps to query the database, and to generate reports. 

Querying 
Queries could use either of: 

• Pacio Scripting Language (PSL) scripts, either pre-defined ones, or ones generated by 
apps on the fly eg for ad-hoc user queries, assisted by the PSL tools of the Application 
Support Tools. 

PSL script query output could be in various formats as specified for the query or the 
script including: 
o Json 

o SSIM Text Format (STF) 

o Plain UTF-8 text 

o CSV (comma separated value) UTF-8 text 

o XBRL text for data held in SSIM Data Objects (SDOs) that know about their XBRL 
output format 

• GraphQL, described as “a query language for APIs and a runtime for fulfilling those 
queries with your existing data. GraphQL provides a complete and understandable 
description of the data in your API, gives clients the power to ask for exactly what they 
need and nothing more, makes it easier to evolve APIs over time, and enables powerful 
developer tools.” will be a part of the system. 

as best suits the app. 

http://graphql.org/
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Reporting 
Reports will be generated by Pacio Scripting Language (PSL) scripts, usually pre-defined 
ones, though it would be possible for an app to generate a report script on the fly as for an 
ad-hoc query. 

Report output will be either: 

• plain UTF-8 text, with specified new line format (Windows, Max, Unix) 

• HTML 

• HTML including XBRL 

If the report is an HTML one it can include cross references and page numbers, as defined 
by the PSL script. 

If an app needs a more complex report, it is expected that it will assemble it from report 
segments generated here, or from queries, though if there is a demand from app 
developers for Pacio to generate more complex reports in full, including in PDF or other 
formats, then that could be done as one of the planned additional services. 
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2 Business Improvement via TARI Service 

The Business Improvement via TARI Service allows business apps to incorporate TARI to 
improve their offering. 

Many programs can produce monthly accounts with budgets and variances, play around 
with ratios, and do cash flow projections, but no others can do what TARI® does, that is to 
see accounting from an interactive and holistic perspective - the woods through the trees! 

TARI® can model (and re-model) the business, track it through time and change, and extract 
key data from day to day activities to aid immediate decision-making. TARI® can be likened 
to a GPS system guiding management to an improved bottom-line performance.  

To put it simply, the concepts underlying TARI® will replace what is currently known as 
management accounting. 

“XYZ sends out numerous invoices, each aimed at recouping cost of inputs, expenses and a 
margin of profit. In common with current accounting systems, the feedback focuses on 
financial data only, leaving XYZ unaware that the physical unit of key activity driving the 
business was operating at less than 55% of potential….” 

TARI® is a layer above SSIM providing real time actual vs target feedback. With SSIM 
providing real time support for the calculation of the value added per unit of activity in each 
sale, apps using TARI® can deliver the information as the sale is being processed.  

Pacio TARI® identifies and tracks the key activity fundamental to bottom-line profitability, 
measuring input, output and the added value result of the activity continuously and in real 
time, nudging management to achieve improved results. 

Apps using Pacio TARI® can handle all the normal processes of business – invoices, quotes, 
direct sales – plus have the ability to handle relevant IoT devices feeding in data at an 
enormous rate. This will all work automatically with the help of AI systems for front end 
applications to make it all easy, transparent, automatic, and business transforming. 

TARI®, including Good Invoice-Bad Invoice®, invented and developed by Accounting 
Professor, Dr Keith Cleland, and his IT partner Trevor Watters, has been shown to 
significantly boost the bottom line of businesses, large and small, some dramatically so. 

Why Good Invoice-Bad Invoice®? 
Because at a click: 

• the bottom-line impact of any invoice or quote is revealed  

• there is a real time ‘fix’ on where the business is ‘at’ compared with target. 

How is this achieved? 
Sales, cost of sales, added value/gross profit and the number of key units of activity driving 
output, are extracted, permitting comparison of the bottom line impact of an invoice with 
target and total invoices with target for period to-date. 

Where could this lead? 
Good Invoice-Bad Invoice® will provide software developers with a unique opportunity to 
boost the bottom line of their clients. 

The TARI® service will enable apps to be developed that provide real time guidance or 
business improvement, and thus real time management, as a better replacement for what 
is currently known as management accounting. 

Despite the successes and the glowing testimonials from people who have used TARI®, it 
has not achieved the scale it deserves, because current accounting systems do not store the 
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activity data that it needs. (TARI® has been implemented in software, but not as an integral 
part of a general accounting package.) Pacio will fix the missing data problem by including 
activity data in all relevant accounting records, and thus make TARI® available to all 
businesses via apps embodying TARI®. 

Some of TARI®’s successes are described in Keith’s latest book Improving Profit | Using 
Contribution Metrics to Boost the Bottom Line. See also the following Tari Testimonials 
section. 

Much more about TARI® is available through the many books and papers published by 
Keith, as listed at TARI Info. 

See the following example. 

Example: Calculating TARI® for a business engaged in manufacturing/trade/service 

Invoice No. Sales Cost of 
Materials 

AV/GP Units 
(Hours) 

Average AV/GP 
per unit 

Tari® Variance 
Per Unit  

 A B C = A – B D E = C ÷ D F G = E - F 

100097 2,475 980 1,495 21 75 70 +5 
 

Total to date  420,877 168,132 252,745 4,212 60 

Target to date 500,000 200,000 300,000 4,286 70 

Variance 79,123 31,868 47,255 74 -10 

Good Invoice but total output units (hours) and Av/GP per unit (hour) behind target. 

The process is shown in the following diagram. 

A Targeted expenses for year  =   $390,000 

B Targeted profit for year =   $100,000 

C = (A + B) Target added value(AV)/gross profit(GP) for year  =   $490,000 

D Hours paid for year = 10,000  

E Targeted Productivity % = 70  

F = (D × E) Target hours billable  =  7,000 

G = (C ÷ F) Target Ave GP per hour (Tari®)  =  $70  

http://www.apress.com/us/book/9781430263074
http://www.apress.com/us/book/9781430263074
http://www.tariinfo.com/company/details.htm
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TARI® Testimonials 
Extensive Testimonials can be found at TARI Info Testimonials. A few of them follow: 

Deputy Finance Director, Shipping and Trucking Transport 
“Benefits from this concept are difficult to overestimate. For me, an economist by 
education the TARI approach was an absolute revelation. It became clear that the reporting 
mechanism of Company is not perfect and should be improved. My recommendations to 
management concerning quotation of services and improving reporting mechanism are 
now being applied in practice.” 

Gary Morcom & Associates, CPA's, Albert Park, Victoria, Australia 
“A fabricating client had rung up losses of $166,158 the previous financial year and a 
further loss of $80,000 for the seven months ending January this year. 

http://www.tariinfo.com/about/testimonials.htm
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We got him onto the TARI® program and within a matter of weeks he was into profit. In 
eight months February through September (with one week to go) he has recorded a net 
profit of $138,481. 

As requested, we asked him to give his reasons for the changes and here they are: 
confidence when he quotes because he can compare the quoted, contribution with his 
benchmark; speed that he gets weekly results – each Friday after closing on Wednesday; 
and speed that he gets monthly results – 4 days instead of 6 weeks.” 

Fin Director of a major consulting group in respect of a wholesale/retail chain with 
$12 billion in sales and 70,000 employees 
“Movement of profitability analysis to the invoice level basis provides management with 
on-line tools for benchmarking and productivity control. Combined with an appropriate IT 
solution, it lets management identify poor as well as outstanding performance at the time 
of invoicing.” 

Paul M Cooper, CPA, Brisbane 4110, Australia 
“I can certainly see that there would be some doubters in believing that a simple 
management of a few key indicators can cause a major turnaround in business, but as I 
have mentioned to you, this has been achieved in the past and is a daily part of my 
practice… 

There are many cases I can relate which that from corner stores to workshops making 
elevators and coal train wagons all of which whom are thriving on the simple aspects of 
TARI®.” 

Managing Director of a South African Bank 
I feel happy, I feel happy, I feel terrific !!! and transformed.  

That was one of the best residentials I have ever attended. My whole banking career 
revolved around Financial Analysis and lending. TARI was an amazing discovery. I also got 
new knowledge of how to interpret financial statements which books, school or my working 
experience failed to instil in my head.  

Financial Consultants and business people need TARI more than anything to transform and 
turnaround their operations and processes. Thank you once again Prof. 
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3 Additional Services 

Additional services will be added progressively following the initial launch of Pacio. The 
services to be added, or the order of release could be changed, according to member 
requests. Some proposed services are: 

• Global Digital Identity Support 

• Data Exchange/Monetisation 

• Authenticated Accounting and Real Time Feed for Oracles or Apps 

• Event Triggers 

• Governance Support 

• Ricardian Contracts (Internet of Agreements™) 

• Internet of Things (IoT) Interface 

• Artificial Intelligence Interface 

3.1 Global Digital Identity Support 

People 
Digital identity for people will play a large role in the distributed blockchain era, as this 
Forbes article explains Moving From Static Identity To Digital Identity. Digital identity is a 
foundation stone of Estonia's Bold Plan to Build a Digital Country on the Blockchain, and 
other such initiatives around the world. 

One of the United Nations 2030 Sustainable Development Goal is for everyone on the 
planet to have a legal identity, in a project named the ID2020 Alliance. As part of that, 
Accenture and Microsoft are building a digital ID network using blockchain technology, to 
provide legal identification to 1.1 billion people worldwide with no official documents. As a 
Reuters article about that initiative says, “Having a digital identity is a basic human right.” 

Accordingly, online activity will increasingly involve use of digital identities, so apps using 
Pacio’s other services are also likely to need digital identity services. Thus, the Digital 
Identity service will provide apps with Digital Identity capabilities to extend what is natively 
available via the Pacio Blockchain. 

Entities 
Pacio will extend the digital identity concept to include entities because of the advantage in 
the Pacio ecosystem for entities, as well as people, to have just one global database 
existence. This will include details such as company registration numbers as used in the 
jurisdiction of registration. This part of the digital identity service would involve interacting 
with national business registration services, and the Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) system: 

Legal Entity Identifier is a 20-character identifier that identifies distinct legal entities that 
engage in financial transactions. It is defined by ISO 17442. Natural persons are not 
required to have an LEI; they’re eligible to have one issued, however, but only if they act 
in independent business capacity. The LEI is a global standard, designed to be non-
proprietary data that is freely accessible to all. As of January 2018, over 1 million legal 
entities from more than 195 countries have been issued with LEIs. 

Verification, KYC and AML 
The Digital Identity service will assist apps to process and record verification of identity 
stages, including for KYC (Know Your Customer) and AML (Anti Money Laundering) 
requirements. SSIM Data Objects (SDOs) will include storage for and knowledge about 
these processes. This service could include interacting with current or future KYC/AML 
service providers. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesfinancecouncil/2017/10/10/moving-from-static-identity-to-digital-identity/#4349c40a133f
https://www.inverse.com/article/39556-estonia-reveals-3-crypto-token-ideas-that-could-revolutionize-borders
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-microsoft-accenture-digitalid/accenture-microsoft-team-up-on-blockchain-based-digital-id-network-idUSKBN19A22B
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Reconciliation and Registration  
The Pacio goal is to have just one global index database record per person or entity, for 
data integrity and better reporting reasons, plus the avoidance of out of date or 
inconsistent information errors from differently updated duplicate records, as described in 
the Pacio Database section of the White Paper. 

Attaining this goal will involve reconciling people and entity records added by different 
apps, possibly not in the best order. For example, an app working with entities might add a 
director who is unknown to Pacio, resulting in a person being added to the database who is 
unverified, with no digital identity. Then, when or if, the same person is added by another 
app, potentially the person him/herself, there is a danger of a duplicate record being 
created. As part of trying to minimise such duplicate records, this service will include 
methods for reconciling apparent duplications and reducing them to just one record. 

Because of the value to the whole ecosystem of minimising duplicate record issues, Pacio 
will run a registration and reconciliation service. This will encourage people and entities to 
create their own Pacio record and to verify it, as well as assisting people and entities to 
remove duplicate records. 

Deployment 
Pacio will develop its digital identity service to work in conjunction with: 

• Open source technology and standards as listed in Decentralized Digital Identities and 
Blockchain: 

o Decentralized Identity Foundation (DIF) 

o Decentralized Identifiers (DIDs) – a W3C spec that defines a common document 
format for describing the state of a Decentralized Identifier 

o Identity Hubs – an encrypted identity datastore that features message/intent relay, 
attestation handling, and identity-specific compute endpoints. 

o Universal DID Resolver – a server that resolves DIDs across blockchains 

o Verifiable Credentials – a W3C spec that defines a document format for encoding DID-
based attestations. 

• Existing digital identity participants: 
Civic, DID (Decentralized ID), Estonia, Legal Entity Identifier (LEI), OpenID, Persona, uPort, 
the United Nations ID2020 programme, VeriMe 

• Other initiatives that gain traction 

As with all aspects of Pacio, the Digital Identity service will be open, and designed to readily 
accommodate new standards or services as they become available. 

3.2 Data Exchange/Monetisation 
Blockchains and Pacio return ownership and control of data to its creators. That provides 
many opportunities for people or entities to exchange or sell access to their data, through 
decentralised data exchange (DDEX) apps. 

Data owners will be able to specify through this service and SSIM Data Objects (SDOs) the 
parts of their data that are for sale, and if so by: 

• what method or methods: 

o historical on request 

o stream initiated on request 

o triggered on new transactions/updates 

• at what price in PIOs per available method 

https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2018/02/12/decentralized-digital-identities-and-blockchain-the-future-as-we-see-it/
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/enterprisemobility/2018/02/12/decentralized-digital-identities-and-blockchain-the-future-as-we-see-it/
http://identity.foundation/
https://w3c-ccg.github.io/did-spec/
https://github.com/decentralized-identity/hubs/blob/master/explainer.md
https://medium.com/decentralized-identity/a-universal-resolver-for-self-sovereign-identifiers-48e6b4a5cc3c
https://w3c.github.io/vc-data-model/
https://www.civic.com/
https://decentralized.id/
https://www.globallei.com/
http://openid.net/connect/
https://persona.im/
https://www.uport.me/
https://www.verime.net/
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• with what payment method 

o micropayment on use 

o aggregated per: 
- xxx number of uses 
- time period eg hour. Day, week, month 

• for payment in what currency, crypto or fiat 

with owner default settings for these options being stored, potentially varied for particular 
SDOs. 

The Data Exchange service will allow apps to match sellers of data with buyers, and to 
establish contracts from the SDO information for the delivery of the data via the 
Authenticated Accounting and Real Time Feed for Oracles or Apps service.  

A fee will be payable for data market use, as described in API Fees in section 15.3 Pacio 
Business Aspects of the White Paper. 

3.3 Authenticated Accounting and Real Time Feed for Oracles or 
Apps 

The inspiration for this Pacio service is the Town Crier project. 

The following data will be made available via this service for use by oracles and apps: 

• Data from SSIM Data Objects (SDOs) with this service enabled, and with a fee payable if 
the data is also subject to a data market contract, for: 

o Accounting (transaction derived) data from entity SDOs, these values being considered 
“Authenticated Accounting” in the case of SEA transactions between parties, and just 
“Accounting” data for intra entity transactions 

o Other data from entity SDOs 

o Data from member SDOs 

o Data from individual SDOs 

• Free public data being collected by the Real Time Public Data Capture utility, with the 
data being made available as a single value via a call, or as a stream to be fed to the 
requesting app 

• Subscription/paid for external data such as that provided by Thomson Reuters, 
Bloomberg etc with arrangements to be put in place 

3.4 Event Triggers 
The Event Triggers service will allow apps to initiate intra app, inter app or inter entity 
actions based on internal or external events. 

This will enable apps to respond to real world events, actions by oracles, the app itself, 
other apps, or other entities, so permitting development of staged, control, monitoring, or 
automation apps, including for IoT devices This is in addition to the events involved in 
progressing through the steps of interoperable business documents. 

The Event Triggers service will provide a Pacio Messaging System (PMS) message for an app 
to respond to on a specific event, defined via a PSL script. 

The service will allow for trigger requests to be initiated, extended, varied, and terminated. 

The possibilities opened up by this apps having access to this capability are many and 
varied. Some example of triggers that could be established are: 

• Time reaches xxx 

• Time reaches yyyy years/months/weeks/days/hours/minutes/seconds from now or zzzz 

http://www.town-crier.org/
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• Price of xxx moves above/below yyyy 

• A change in xxx, optionally by more than yyy 

• Transaction of type xxx to yyyy being posted 

• Activity by xxxx 

• Market/exchange xxx opened/closed, optionally in yy minutes 

• etc for millions of possible events that might be defined 

3.5 Governance Support 
This service will allow apps to be written to interact with the Pacio Blockchain re the Pacio 
good governance emphasis described in section 9 Governance of the White Paper: 

• managing delegates in the expected Delegated Proof of Stake consensus protocol 

• account management 

• constitution contract management 

• managing protocol proposals 

• voting on proposed changes 

With appropriate access controls, governance apps will make it easy for people to become 
involved. Taking an interest in governance matters will not require special expertise or 
effort. 

3.6 Ricardian Contracts (Internet of Agreements™) 
The Ricardian Contract, invented by Ian Grigg, is described in Wikipedia as “a method of 
recording a document as a contract at law, and linking it securely to other systems, such as 
accounting, for the contract as an issuance of value.” 

The Mattereum project involves developing a so called Internet of Agreements™ using 
Ricardian Contracts, with the Internet of Agreements™ described as: 

The Internet of Agreements™ is the bridge between the Internet and the deals, 
contracts, rules and regulations that support our lives. As the web has accelerated the 
spread of ideas, and e-commerce has changed how we buy and sell, IOA will give us new 
ways to specify, manage, and execute agreements between people, businesses and 
governments. Built with blockchains, smart contracts and AI, IOA offers a vision for 
global supply chains and logistics, facilitating trade that is free, fair and frictionless. 

The “Mattereum | Smart Contracts. Real Property | Mattereum creates smart contracts 
with the legal force of natural language contracts” draft paper, with Ian Grigg as one of the 
authors, describes the project in more detail. 

Given the Pacio accounting focus, its Interoperable Business Documents and Pacio 
Messaging System (PMS) technology to help control progress through the stages of an 
interoperable business document, the inclusion of a service to integrate Ricardian Contracts 
is a logical progression. 

Pacio will seek to develop this in conjunction with Ian Grigg and/or the Mattereum project. 

3.7 Internet of Things (IoT) Interface 
From Wikipedia: 

The Internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical devices, vehicles, home appliances 
and other items embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network 
connectivity which enables these objects to connect and exchange data. Each thing is 
uniquely identifiable through its embedded computing system but is able to inter-
operate within the existing Internet infrastructure. 

http://iang.org/papers/ricardian_contract.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ricardian_contract
http://internetofagreements.com/
http://internetofagreements.com/assets/MattereumDraftforPublicComment.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things
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Experts estimate that the IoT will consist of about 30 billion objects by 2020. It is also 
estimated that the global market value of IoT will reach $7.1 trillion by 2020. 

Many smart IoT systems will need: 

• micropayment and accounting services, that Pacio is ideally capable of supplying via its 
Core Services 

• the ability to respond to events elsewhere, and the ability to trigger events to happen 
elsewhere, that Pacio can provide via the Event Triggers service 

• better security that the Pacio IoT Interface would provide. See The Solution to IoT is 
Blockchain Security. 

Thanks to the throughput capability of the Pacio Blockchain, and the Pacio database, Pacio 
will be able to handle the large number of transactions that IoT systems are likely to 
generate. 

This service will add any additional IoT specific requirements that app developers might 
request. 

3.8 Artificial Intelligence Interface 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) use is now common and will become ubiquitous as a normal part 
of many, computer, phone, Internet and blockchain systems. 

As Pierre Rognion put it in My Most Valuable Crypto Market Insights For 2018 and Beyond 
“Combine blockchain and AI and you could manage transportation services with fully 
autonomous electric cars, build streets and buildings to save energy, use smart contracts 
for emergency responses, utilities, crime monitoring, and many other things that my 
imagination hasn’t touched (yet).” 

All those application will need the data processing and accounting that Pacio will supply! 

Yes, apps using AI will proliferate. Apps or “bots” that are AI agents will perform many 
functions previously performed by humans, including making financial decisions and 
making payments. 

Such apps will be able to use Pacio services like any human driven app, so nothing special 
will be required for many aspects of AI agent apps. 

However, AI learning or training, especially so called deep learning, involves processing a 
large amount of relevant data, and this service could be developed as an extension of 
Pacio’s Authenticated Accounting and Real Time Feed for Oracles or Apps service to 
specifically cater for this need. 

As well this service could include support for specific AI based systems in general use. One 
example of that is Amazon’s Alexa: Alexa for Business likely to win in smart office, leverage 
AWS, Echo, developers and consumers. The Pacio Event Triggers service is an ideal adjunct 
to systems such as Alexa eg for the “Alexa, turn off the lights in the office at 7 p.m.” 
instruction example in that article. 

Another as yet only potential example is AI agents becoming a part of the Pacio blockchain 
consensus process. 

Pacio Core Ltd 
Third Floor, Hewanorra House, Trou Garnier Financial Centre 
Pointe Seraphine, Castries, Saint Lucia, West Indies 

www.pacio.io 
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https://hackernoon.com/the-solution-to-iot-is-blockchain-security-3e52a8dd812f
https://hackernoon.com/the-solution-to-iot-is-blockchain-security-3e52a8dd812f
https://hackernoon.com/my-most-valuable-crypto-market-insights-for-2018-and-beyond-5c0a454fb278
http://www.zdnet.com/article/alexa-for-business-likely-to-win-in-smart-office-leverage-aws-echo-developers-and-consumers/
http://www.zdnet.com/article/alexa-for-business-likely-to-win-in-smart-office-leverage-aws-echo-developers-and-consumers/
http://www.pacio.io/

